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real-time or non-real-time. The real-time messages are often
generated at regular intervals. Each real-time message has a
deadline by which it must reach its destination. For example,
in a full motion video application, 30 frames are generated
every second, and each frame must be delivered to the destination within a bounded delay to avoid any observable jitter.
The deadline is usually equal to the period to ensure that a
frame is delivered before the next frame is generated. In contrast, the non-real-time messages are generated sporadically
and are not time-constrained. The objective in servicing nonreal-time messages is to deliver them as soon as possible without jeopardizing the deadlines of real-time messages. In this
paper, we propose an approach for transmitting messages in
the timed token protocol that improves the response time of
non-real-time messages while still guaranteeing the deadlines
of real-time messages. Through simulation' we demonstrate
that the average response time of non-real-time messages is
Index Terms-Real-time communication, non-real-time comreduced considerably by the proposed approach.
munication, timed token protocol, JDDI.
Prior work on the timed token protocol can be classified
into one of two categories. One category deals with guaranteeI. INTRODUCTION
ing the deadlines of real-time messages. The focus is on selecting the protocol parameters in such a way that each real-time
OMPUTER networks which support the timed token medium access control (MAC) protocol have become in- message is guaranteed to meet its deadline. For instance,
creasingly prevalent. In this protocol, the stations in the system Sevcik and Johnson first showed that the worst-case token
form a logical ring. The protocol provides support for two rotation time is twice the protocol parameter, target token rotypes of service: synchronous and asynchronous. Each station tation time (TTRT) [22], and, therefore, TTRT cannot be
is allocated a portion of the network bandwidth for its syn- greater than one-half the minimum deadline among all timechronous traffic. When a station receives the token, it can constrained messages. In [16], Montushi et al. derived minitransmit messages from its synchronous load for at least its mum synchronous capacity requirements to ensure that the
pre-allocated time, called its synchronous capacity, before bandwidth guaranteed to each station for synchronous mesreleasing the token to its downstream neighbor. Messages from sages is no lower than the traffic generated for that service
its asynchronous load are transmitted only if time permits. class. Agrawal et al. proposed and analyzed several schemes
(The protocol is formally described in Section 11.) The fiber for selecting the synchronous capacities to guarantee the deaddistributed data interface (FDDI) network is a 100 Mbits/sec lines of real-time messages [2],[3], [4].Hamdaoui and Ramanathan extended this work to include the selection of both
token ring that supports this protocol [l], [13], [lS], [19].
The main advantage of this protocol is that each station is T R T and synchronous capacities [8], [9]. In [15], Malcolm
guaranteed a certain average bandwidth as well as a bounded and Zhao accounted for arbitrary deadlines in selecting the
access time to the transmission medium. These two properties parameters. Given a set of real-time streams, the above
are very important for applications like digitized audiohide0 schemes can be used to select suitable protocol parameters to
communication and distributed real-time control systems. In guarantee the deadline constraint of each real-time message.
The second category of prior work deals with the transmission
these applications, messages belong to one of two categories:
of non-real-time messages. Jain showed that each station gets an
Manuscript received Nov. 29, 1993; revised May 15, 1994.
opportunity to transmit asynchronous frames in a bounded time,
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lyzed the performance of token passing networks under heavy
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Abstract-The fiber distributed data interface VDDQ is suitable for real-time communication because of the high speed and
the performance guarantees it provides. However, these guarantees are achieved at the expense of non-real-time traffic because
the real-time messages are given higher priority over non-redtime messages, resulting in excessive delays for non-real-time
messages. In this paper, we propose a scheme for reducing the
response time of non-real-timemessages while still providing the
same guarantees to real-time messages. In particular, the proposed approach gives higher priority to real-time messages only
when it is absolutely necessary in order for them to meet their
deadlines. Non-real-time messages are thus transmitted ahead of
real-time messages whenever possible. We present an algorithm
for determining when and by how much the transmission of a
real-time message can be deferred without jeopardizing its deadline. The proposed approach is evaluated through simulation. The
simulation results show that a substantial reduction in the mean
response time of non-real-time messages is achieved when using
the proposed approach.
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Sankar and Yang studied, through simulation, the influence of
TTRT on the average frame delay [21].The effect of protocol
parameter settings on the throughput of different classes of asynchronous traffic is studied in [5]and [ 111.
This paper proposes a new strategy which can be used in
conjunction with any of the above schemes to further improve
the response time of non-real-time messages. The response
time is improved by transmitting non-real-time messages ahead
of real-time messages whenever possible. The proposed approach makes use of the fact that the real-time messages only
need to meet their deadlines; the value of a real-time message
does not depend on the exact delivery time as long as it is delivered before the deadline.
In this paper, we derive expressions that each station can
use to determine if the transmission of a real-time message can
be deferred to a later time. Such a deferment is possible if the
station is guaranteed to receive the token enough times in the
future to ensure transmission of its real-time messages before
their respective deadlines. If the transmission of real-time messages can be deferred, the station transmits its non-real-time
messages and releases the token (without transmitting any realtime messages). Since the real-time messages are transmitted
just prior to their deadline, there is also a reduction in the jitter
experienced by them. This benefit is especially important in
applications such as real-time video conferencing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the timed token protocol is given Section 11. The
system characteristics are formally described in Section 111. In
Section IV, the relevant properties of the timed token protocol
are presented and the proposed approach is described. Simulation results are presented in Section V. The paper concludes
with Section VI.
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transmit its synchronous messages. The synchronous capacity
allocated to station i is denoted by H,. Each station has the
following timers/counters:

1) Token Rotation Timer (TRT): TRT always counts down
and is always enabled. It is reset to T-Opr every time it
expires.
2)Late Count (LCT): LCT records the number of times
TRT has expired since the token was last received by the
station. If LCT is zero when the token is received at the
station, the token is said to be early. Otherwise, the token
is said to be late.
3) Token Holding Timer (THT): THT also counts down. It
is enabled only during the transmission of asynchronous
frames.
When a station receives the token, it does one of the following
(depending on LCT):

0

(Le., LCT = 0), then the current
If the token arrives
value of TRT is placed in THT and TRT is reset to
T-Opr. The station transmits its synchronous frames for a
time not to exceed its allocated synchronous capacity.
Asynchronous frames may then be transmitted until THT
or TRT expire.
If the token arrives
(Le., LCT > 0), then LCT is reset
to 0 and TRT continues counting down. The station
transmits its synchronous frames for a time not to exceed
its allocated synchronous capacity. Note that in this case,
TRT is not reset to T-Opr and no asynchronous frames
are transmitted.

The synchronous capacities allocated to the stations must be
such that the sum is no greater than the usable portion of
TTRT. That is,
n

11. TIMEDTOKENMAC PROTOCOL

Z H , 5 TTRT-z,

(2.1)

i=l

For completeness, a brief overview of the timed token medium access control (MAC) protocol is presented in this section. A more detailed description of the timed token protocol
and/or of FDDI can be found in [I], [7], [13], [18], [19].
The stations in the network are connected to form a logical
ring. A special bit pattern, called the token, rotates around the
ring to signify the right to transmit. The timed token protocol
regulates possession of the token and thus access to the transmission medium. The protocol supports two types of service,
synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous traffic is assigned a guaranteed bandwidth and is usually used for periodic, time-critical messages that require a predictable response
time. The leftover bandwidth (unallocated, unused or both) is
dynamically shared among all the stations for asynchronous
traffic. Asynchronous service is used for messages where the
response time is less critical.
During network initialization, the stations negotiate a protocol parameter called the Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT),
which is the expected time it takes the token to make one rotation around the ring. The negotiated value of TTRT is often
referred to as the operational value (T-Opr). Each station is
assigned a portion of TTRT, called synchronous capacity, to

where z is the ring overhead which includes the physical ring
latency (the time needed for the token to propagate once
around the ring when not disturbed) and other protocol-related
overheads.

111. SYSTEM
MODEL
Consider an FDDI network with n stations numbered
1, 2, . . ., n. A mixture of real-time (time-critical) and non-realtime (non-time-critical) messages is generated at each station.
Real-time messages have deadlines before which they must be
transmitted. These messages are generated periodically and are
referred to in this paper as periodic real-time streams. Examples of such streams include voice or video transmissions and
periodic sensor readings in real-time control applications. A
periodic real-time message stream S is characterized by a triple
(P, C, D)where
P - Message interarrival time.
C - Maximum time needed to transmit a message from
the stream.
D - Relative deadline, i.e., a message arriving at time t
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must be fully transmitted before t + D. We assume that
D 5 P so that a message is always transmitted before the
next message from the stream is generated.
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transmit non-real-time messages ahead of real-time messages
as long as the real-time messages can still meet their deadlines
In fact, the real-time messages are transmitted only when it is
For example, consider the transmission of compressed real- absolutely necessary to do so in order to ensure their timely
time video, where each frame has to be transmitted before the delivery. A station may also release the token without transgeneration of the next. If 25 frames are to be transmitted per mitting its real-time messages if it can still guarantee the
second and if the maximum frame size is 150 Kbits, then each timely transmission of its real-time messages, thus allowing
other stations to transmit their non-real-time messages.
frame has a deadline of 40 ms and a maximum transmission
The example in Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed approach. Suptime of 1.5 ms on a 100 Mbps network. Such stream is therepose that a station receives the token at time to. Also suppose that,
fore denoted by (40ms, 1.5ms, 40ms).
Let pi be the number of real-time streams at station i and let at time io,the statron has a non-real-time message MN and a realtime message MR wth a deadline of to + 4 TTRT Furthermore,
Let h, denote
the jth stream be denoted by S, = (PU,C,, DU).
the synchronous capacity assigned to stream S,. The overall suppose that the synchronous capacity of the station and the remaining length of MR and MN are such that it will take two token
synchronous capacity assigned to station i is Hi=
hij .
vlsits to fully Cransrmt MR and one token visit to fully transrmt MN.
We assume that the synchronous capacities are selected in Fig. l a shows the order of transmssion of these two messages in
such a way that the deadline of every real-time message in the the traditional tlmed token protocol. The real-time message is
system is guaranteed. Algorithms for this purpose can be found trmsmitsed dunng the first two token visits and the non-real-time
in [2], [3], [4], [8], [9], [15]. The basic idea of these algo- message is transmitted during the thEd visit. The proposed aprithms is to assign capacities such that the transmission time proach E depicted in Fig. lb. Because the remaining time to the
available to a station between the arrival of a message and its deadhne is 4 TIXT, the statlon is guaranteed to receive the token
deadline is sufficient to fully transmit the message. Messages at least three times before the deadline (cf. Sectlon N.A.) Since
may have to be fragmented and transmitted in multiple token the station r q u m s only two token visits to transmt M R , the provisits in order to ensure that all the deadlines are met.
posed approach wll transmt MN m the current token visit and MR
At each station, the earliest-deadline-first policy is used to in the followng two token visits. Note that, MR is still guaranteed
service the real-time messages. In this policy, when a station is to meet its deadline and the response tlme of MN is substantially
ready to transmit a real-time message, it picks the one with the reduced.
closest deadline and transmits it (or part of it). However, if
while a message is being transmitted, a message with an earlier
n
! > t
deadline is generated (i.e., becomes ready to transmit), the
2nd
3rd
ro+d
to
visit
visit
ongoing transmission is continued. The nonpreemptive earliReal-time message
(a>
est-deadline-first policy coupled with suitable parameter val0 Non-real-time message
ues guarantees timely delivery of all real-time messages.
Non-real-time messages, on the other hand, are generated
n
>t
sporadically and are not time-constrained. They do not have
2 nd
3rd
b+d
b
visit
visit
deadlines; however, they must be transmitted as soon as possible
cb)
without jeopardizing the timely delivery of real-time messages.
In the following section we present a scheme to reduce the Fig 1 Order of transmission of a real-time message and a non-real-time
average delivery time of non-real-time messages while guaran- message using (a) the conventronal approach and (b) the proposed approach
teeing the deadline of each real-time message.
It might seem at this point that the benefit from the proposed approach is due to the fact that a station has more caIV. PROPOSED
APPROACH
pacity than necessary to satisfy the deadline of its real-time
The timed token protocol supports two types of service, messages. A closer look reveals two main reasons for the resynchronous and asynchronous. Each station is guaranteed a duction in the response times of non-real-time messages. First,
certain average bandwidth for its synchronous traffic. This to provide worst-case guarantee, parameter selection schemes
bandwidth is usually used to service real-time messages. The assume that the token visits a station as few times as possible
leftover bandwidth is shared among all the stations and is used between the generation time of a real-time message and its
to service non-real-time messages (asynchronous traffic). Be- deadhne. However, the actual number of token visits is often
cause real-time messages are time critical, the timed token more than what is assumed. This is because stations do not
protocol gives higher priority to real-time messages over non- always have non-real-time messages to fully utilize the bandreal-time messages. When a station receives the token, real- width unused by the real-time traffic. Second, since the deadtime messages are always transmitted. The non-real-time mes- lines of the real-time messages have to be guaranteed in the
sages are transmitted only if timing permits. Consequently, worst-case, parameter selection schemes assume that all realnon-real-time messages may encounter large delays. To alle- time messages are of maximal length. However, the actual
viate this problem, the proposed approach gives higher priority lengths are often smaller due to compression or inherent variato non-real-time messages whenever possible. The idea is to tion in the amount of data to be transmitted, e.g., the ratio be-
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tween the maximum and the average frame sizes can be as
large as three, if the video frames are compressed using the
MPEG standard [ 6 ] .
For the above two reasons, stations will often be able to defer the transmission of their real-time messages to later token
visits and reduce the response time of non-real-time messages.
Stations can further improve the response time of the non-realtime messages by reordering the transmission of real-time and
non-real-time messages during each visit. In other words, even
if a station has to transmit some real-time frames, it may be
able to transmit some of its non-real-time frames first and then
transmit the real-time frames.
In Section IV.B, we present an algorithm to determine when
and by how much the transmission of a real-time message can
be deferred. We begin by presenting some relevant timing
properties of the timed token protocol.

Case 2: d > TTRT
Let d = q . TTRT + r where q = L h l a n d 0 I r < TTRT.
From time 0 to (q . TTRT - h), the station is guaranteed to
receive the token at least (q - 1) times (by Theorem 1).
During each visit, the station can transmit for h time units,
giving a total transmission time of (q - 1) . h. Again, by
Theorem 1, the latest time the qth token visit can occur is
tq = (q + 1) . TTRT - h. If d 2 tq (i.e., the qth occurs before
the deadline), then the station can transmit frames for d - tq
during this last visit. On the other hand, if d < tq, the deadline may expire before the qth visit and thus no transmission
is possible in the qth visit. Therefore, the station can
transmit frames for max{0, d - t q } during the qth visit. The
overall transmission time hence guaranteed to a station in
any interval of ]length d is

A. Timing Properties

(q - 1).h + max(0, d - t,} .

A key property of the timed token protocol is that it provides each station a bounded access time of 2 . TTRT to the
transmission medium. This is because the maximum token
rotation time has been shown to be 2 . TTRT [12], [22].
Agrawal et al. generalized this result to provide an upper
bound on the time between any v consecutive visits of the token to a given station [2], [3]. Let tl(l)denote the time when
the token makes its lth visit to station i.
THEOREM
1. [From [2], [3]] For any 1 > 0, v > 0, and any station i (1 I i S n )
t,(l+v - 1)- t,(l) I v.TTRT- H , .

(4.1)

Suppose that at time to, station i has a real-time message with
a relative deadline d and a transmission time C queued for
transmission. In order to guarantee that the message can be fully
transmitted before its deadline, we need to know the total transmission time guaranteed to station i in the interval [to,to+ 4. The
next corollary is a direct result of Theorem 1. It gives a lower
bound on the transmission time available to station i during
any interval of duration d.
COROLLARY
1. For any d > 0, the transmission time available
to a station with a synchronous capacity h during any time
interval of duration d is at least:
X(h, d ) =
0

if

{L*-lj

d 5 TTRT

h + m a x { O , ( d - [ h j TTRT)-(TTRT-h)] otherwise

(4.2)
PROOF.Suppose at time t = 0, a real-time message with deadline d is generated at a station. Also suppose that the station
has a synchronous capacity h (< TTRT). The time available
to the station during the interval [t, t + d] is minimal if it has
just released the token at time t = 0 (since the station may
have to wait the longest before it receives the token).

Case 1: d I TTRT
Since a token rotation may take up to 2 TTRT - h > d, the
station may not receive the token before the deadline d.
Hence, X(h, d ) = 0.

I423

(4.3)

The corollary follows by substituting (q + 1) . TTRT - h for
tq and
for q in the above equation.

Lk]

B. Formal Description
As described in Section 11, the timed token protocol allows
station i to transmit synchronous frames for H,time units each
time it receives the token. If the token is early, it can also
transmit asynchroinous frames for THT, time units. The overall
transmission time, however, must not exceed TTRT. Therefore, when station i receives the token, its capacity, or the duration for which it can transmit frames is given by (recall that
THT, is 0 when the token is late)

CAP, = min{ H , + THT, , TTRT}

(4.4)

The station must then determine how much of the ieal-time
messages and the non-real-time messages it should transmit. In
order to reduce the response time of the non-real-time messages, the station should transmit as little of the real-time messages as possible, without jeopardizing their timely delivery.
B.I. Deferment oj Real-Time Messages

Let M u= ( c , ~d,J denote the message from stream j where c,/
is the remaining transmission time of the message and d,, is the
time remaining to the deadline of the message. Note that the
message may have been partially transmitted and so c,/ I C,,
and dll I D,. Let MIl = (0, -) if no message from jth stream at
station i is ready €or transmission.
When a station receives the token, it must determine how
much of the real-time messages can be deferred to later token
visits and how much should be transmitted during the .current
visit. The next theorem provides an answer to this question.
THEOREM
2. Suppose station i has just received the token.
Then, the station will be able to transmit all its real-time
messages before their respective deadlines if it transmits
real-time frames for
I4

RT- CAP, = max
j=1

[0, cii - X ( hji, d, + (TTRT - TRT,))}(4.5)
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time

units during the current token visit.

PROOF.Suppose that, at time to, station i receives the token
and sets TRTi appropriately. That is, TRTi is set to TTRT if
token is early and left unchanged otherwise. The a m o u t of time
guaranteed to station i in the future (not including the cment
visit) to transmit message Mu is X(hii,di + (TTRT - TRTJ) as
shown below.

Case 1: (Token is early). From Corollary 1, the time guaranteed to station i to transmit Mij in future token visits is X(h,,
dc). This guaranteed time does not depend on whether or
not the station transmits some frames during the current
visit because other stations will, in the worst-case, use the
unutilized time to transmit their messages. Since the token is
early, TRT; = TTRT and hence X(h,, d,) can be written as
X(hjj, djj + (TTRT - TRTJ).
Case 2: (Token is late). Let the current visit be the Zth visit to
station i, Le., to = ti(l).Let t, = ti(l - k ) , k > 0, be the last
time at which station i received the token early. That is, the
( I - k)th visit was early but every visit since then has been
late. Fig. 2 shows a,plot of TRTi between tuand lo for k = 3.
TRTi was set to TTRT at time t, (since the token was early)
and also at every time it expired. Note that, TRTi expires
exactly once between every two token visits since the token
is late at every visit. Hence,
to - t, = k . TTRT+ (TTRT - TRTJ,

(4.6)

where TRT, denotes the value in the TRT counter at node
i at time to. Using Corollary 1, the time guaranteed to station i at time t, for the transmission of M, would have
been X(h,,, to + d, - tY).Using (4.6),we have
X(h,,, to +d,, - t < ) = X(h,,, d,, +k.TRT+(?'TRT-TRT,))
= X(hii,d!i +TTRT-TRII;.)+k.h,..

Fig. 2. A plot of TRTi versus time.

B.2. Order of Transmission

When station i receives the token, it can transmit frames for
CAPi time units, as given by (4.4). During this time, the station
must transmit real-time frames for RT-CAPi in addition to any
non-real-time frames it can transmit. What should the order of
transmission be?
A straightforward solution is to transmit the real-time
frames first and then transmit non-real-time frames until the
station's capacity is exhausted. Using this approach, all deadlines are guaranteed to be met, but, some real-time frames may
be transmitted earlier than necessary. In general, it may be
possible to transmit some non-real-time frames before transmitting the real-time frames. For example, suppose a station
has two real-time messages with deadlines d l and d2 as shown
in Fig. 3. The figure shows the possible scenarios. In Fig. 3a,
d l and d2 are greater than CAP and the transmission of the realtime kames can be deferred until the end. That is, the station can
transmit non-real-time frames for up to CAP - RT-CAP then
transmit the real-time frames for the remaining duration. In
Fig. 3b, d , is less than CAP but d2 is greater. Therefore, the
transmission of the second message can be deferred until the end
but the first message must be transmitted earlier. In Fig. 3c, both
dl and d2 are less than CAP. Consequently, both messages must
be transmitted before some of the non-real-time frames. The
solution depicted in Fig. 3 is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the response time of the non-real-time messages.

(4.7)
Subtracting the time available during the last k visits (Le.,
k . h ) , we get the time guaranteed in the future as X(h,, d ,
+ TTRT - TRTi).
Since only X(hij, dij + (TTRT - TRTi)) time units are guaranteed in the future, max{O, cij - X(hij, dij+ (TEXT - TRTJ)} of
Mij must be transmitted during the current visit to ensure the
timely delivery of M,. Transmitting real-time messages for
P,

Real-time frames

cb)

0 Non-real-tune

frames

(C)

0

dI

d2

CAP

Fig 3 Optimal order of transmission of real-time and non-real-time frames
dunng a token visit

maxi 0, cii - X(h, , dij + (TTRT - TRTi)))

RT- CAP, =
.j=l

(4.8)

will therefore ensure the station's ability to transmit all its
real-time messages before their deadlines.
Since the synchronous capacities have been selected such that
all real-time messages are guaranteed, RT-CAPi will be no more
than Hi. Also, if RT-CAPi is zero, real-time messages need not
be transmitted even if they are available for transmission.

The implementation of the optimal solution is, however,
impractical because a schedule for transmitting the real-time
frames has to be constructed every time the station receives the
token. Therefore, we adopt a simpler solution in which all
RT-CAP time units are transmitted at once. The station
transmits few non-real-time frames (if any), then transmits
real-time frames for RT-CAP time units and then transmits
more non-real-time frames (if any) for as long as the protocol
allows The start time of the real-time transmission (or
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equivalently the duration of early non-real-time transmission)
is based on the earliest deadline of all the real-time messages
awaiting transmission. This duration, called non-real-time capacity, is computed as

NRT-CAP, = max(0, min{dy, CAP,} - RT.-CAP,} (4.9)
where d r = min{dti:j = 1, 2, ..., p i } . The idea is to transmit
all real-time frames before the earliest deadline. Note that,
min { d r , CAP, } - RT- CAP, } < 0 implies that not all RT-CAPi
time units can be transmitted before the earliest deadline.
However, this is not a problem; the deadlines are still met as
long as the messages are transmitted in the earliest-deadlinefirst order because some of the frames belong to a message
with a later deadline.
The flowchart in Fig. 4 formally describes the proposed approach. When a station receives the token, it computes
RT-CAP and NRT-CAP as given by (4.5) and (4.9).' Both
RT-CAP and NRT-CAP are down counters. RT-CAP is enabled (counts down) only when a real-time frame is being
transmitted. Similarly, NRT-CAP is enabled only when a nonreal-time frame is being transmitted. The station transmits nonreal-time frames (if any) until NRT-CAP reaches zero. Realtime frames are then transmitted until RT-CAP reaches zero.
The station then continues transmitting non-real-time frames
until either its overall capacity is exhausted, or there are no
more non-real-time frames to transmit.

7
(+

Receive

Compute
RT-CAP

wg-)

Capacity exhausted

I"

Transmit
real-time frame;

noa-real-time
frame;

Fig. 4. Proposed approach.

1. RT-CAP and NRT-CAP can be periodically computed. When the token
arrives, the station can use the most recently computed values.
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v. PIERFORMANCEEVALUATION
The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated
through simulation The following parameters are specified to
the simulator:
0

0

the number of' stations (n),
the periodic real-time streams at each station,
the non-real-time streams at each station,
the synchronous capacities, TTRT, and the ring latency z

In the results presented here, the transmission time of a realtime message is selected randomly at the time of its generation
from a uniform distribution in the interval [C,,,, C,,],
where
C,,, and C,
are parameters specified for each real-time
stream. Two type:$ of non-real-time message streams were
considered: aperiodic and bursty. In an aperiodic stream, messages are generated according to a Poisson process. The
transmission times are exponentially distributed with an average C,,,. In a bursty stream, messages are generated in bursts.
Such a stream can be thought of as a process with two states,
ON and OFF [20], [23]. Messages are generated during the
ON state only. During the ON state, messages are generated
periodically. Their transmission times are selected randomly at
the time of their generation from a uniform distribution in the
interval [C,,,, C,,],
where C,,, and C,
are parameters
specified for each non-real-time bursty stream. The durations
of the ON state and the OFF state are exponentially distributed
with averages ON,,, and OFF,,,, respectively. The generation
rate is varied so that the overall non-real-time traffic load is
varied from about 10% to about 80% of the leftover bandwidth
(overall bandwidth minus the average bandwidth used by realtime traffic). The delay of a non-real-time message is computed as time period between its generation at the source station and its arrival2 at the destination station minus the time
required to transmit the message. The averages are computed
over 200,000 non-Ieal-time messages.
The protocol parameters are selected such that all real-time
messages are guaranteed to meet their deadlines [8], [9]. The
capacities are allocated using the normalized proportional
allocation scheme, where the usable portion of TTRT (Le.,
TTRT - z) is divided among all the stations such that the synchronous capacity allocated to a station is proportional to the
real-time load at that station [21, [31, [81, [9].
The first system simulated is described in Table I. It consists
of four identical stations, each with a periodic real-time message
stream. Each station also has an aperiodic stream of non-realtime messages. Since the deadlines are equal to 3 . TTRT, stations will often not be able to defer the transmission of their
real-time messages to later token visits. As a result, the reductions in the average delay are mainly due to the fact that,
within each token visit, a station transmits some of its nonreal-time frames ahead of its real-time frames. Fig. 5 shows a
plot of the average delay incurred by non-real-time messages
under the various traffic loads. At moderate loads, this
amounts to a 20% to 30% reduction in the average delay.
2. The arrival time of a message is defined as the time when the last bit of
the message is received at the destination.
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Fig. 5. Average delay of non-real-time messages in the system described in
Table 1.
TABLE I
REAL-TIME
AND NON-REAL-TIME
STREAMS IN SYSTEM 1
TTRT = 33ms AND T = lms

Real-time stream Non-real-time stream H
Station #
P = looms, D = lOOms
CUvr=0.5ms
8ms
1-4
c,,,,,,
= 1ms, c,,,,,,
=

2o

E

m
x
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0

Conventional Approach
Proposed Approach
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the same. The maximum real-time utilization is also higher in
this case (about 48%). Again, the protocol parameters are seIected to ensure timely delivery of all real-time messages. Note
that, the stations with no periodic real-time streams are not
assigned any synchronous capacity. -A11 20 stations have aperiodic non-real-time message streams. A plot of the average
delay of non-real-time messages is shown in Fig. 6. At moderate loads, the reduction is over 50%. Note that, the reductions
in this case are greater than those shown in Fig. 5. This is because more deferments of real-time frames are possible for the
system in Table I1 as compared to that in Table I. The reason
for more deferments is as follows. In the Table I system, realtime frames can never be deferred to the next token visit because:

1) a station is guaranteed only two visits in each period of
its stream and
2) the periodic stream requires two token visits for complete
transmission.
Therefore, the reduction observed in Fig. 5 is only due to
reordering of transmission in each token visit. In contrast, in
the Table I1 system, the reduction in response time is due to
deferment of real-time frames to next token visit and reordering of frames in each token visit.^
Recall that, a deferment of real-time frames to the next token visit is possible due to two reasons. First, messages are
usually shorter than the maximum length assumed by the parameter selection schemes. Second, the token rotates faster
than expected because the stations do not always have nonreal-time messages for transmission. For instance, in Fig. 7,
observe the difference between the expected token rotation
time (TTRT) and the actual average rotation time for the system described in Table 11. To study the effect of faster token
rotations, we simulated a system with no variation in the sizes
of real-time messages within a given periodic stream. The exact parameters are shown in Table 111. The parameters are such
that the average real-time load is the same as in the previous
system (described in Table 11). The non-real-time load is also
the same as in-the previous system. Fig. 8 shows the average
delay of non-real-time messages versus the non-real-time load.
Even though the reductions are smaller than before, they are
still substantial. It shows that the reduction in average delay is
substantial even if there is no variation in the size of real-time
messages.

I
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0.11 0.22 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.66 0.77
Load

Fig. 6 Average delay of non-real-time messages for the system described in
Table 11.

TABLE I1
REAL-TIME
AND NON-REAL-TIME
STREAMS IN SYSTEM 2
TTRT = 8.32Sms AND Z= lms

TABLE I11
REAL-TIMEAND NON-REAL-TIME
STREAMS IN SYSTEM 3.
TTRT = 16.650111s AND T = lms
~

Station #
1-3

In the above system, all stations have similar real-time and
non-real-time loads. The second system simulated consists of a
network of 20 stations, six of which have real-time streams
(see Table 11). Furthermore, the real-time streams are not all

4-6
7-20

Real-time stream Non-real-time stream H
P = 33ms, D = 33ms
2 237ms
C,,, = 0 5ms
C,,, = C,, = 1.25ms
P = looms, D = 100ms
C,,, = 0 5ms
2.980ms
C,,,, = C,,,, = 5ms
C,,, = 0 5ms
0
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The system described in Table IV is similar to that described in Table I1 except that the non-real-time message
streams are now bursty. A plot of the average delay of nonreal-time messages versus the non-real-time traffic load is
shown in Fig. 10. At moderate loads, the reductions in the response time are around 50%. Thus, we conclude that the proposed approach reduces the response time of non-real-time
messages under almost all circumstances.
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Fig. 7. Average token rotation time in the system described in Table 11.
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Fig. 10. Average delay of non-real-time messages for the system described in
Table IV.

0.11 0.22 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.66 0.77

Load

Station # )

Non-real-timestream
H
P = 20ms
0.916m:
C,,, = 0. lms,
Cmox
= 2ms
C,,, = 0.9ms
P = looms, D = l00ms
ON,,, = 50ms,
1.525m:
OFF,,, = 200ms
C,,, = 1ms, C,, = l0ms

Fig. 8. Average delay of non-real-time messages for the system described in
Table 111.

In all the three systems considered so far, the stations are
assumed to have similar non-real-time traffic loads. Fig. 9
shows the average delay of non-real-time messages in a system
similar to that described in Table I1 except that the non-realtime traffic load at station 4 is ten times higher than the nonreal-time traffic loads at other stations. A reduction of more
than 1 ms in the average delay is achieved
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0.11 0.22 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.66 0.77
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Fig. 9. Average delay of non-real-time messages for a system with one heavily
loaded station.

Real-time stream

P=33ms,D=33ms

7-20

0

VI. CONCLUSION
Real-time messages have deadlines by which they must reach
their destinations. The exact delivery time of a real-time message
is unimportant as long as it meets its deadline. The non-real-time
messages, on the other hand, do not have deadlines.
In this paper, we proposed an approach that takes advantage
of the timing properties of the timed token protocol to reduce
the response time of non-real-time messages while still guaranteeing the deadlines of the real-time messages. Wheneyer possible, the transmission of real-time messages is delayed in favor of non-real-time messages. We presented a simple algorithm that can be used by a station to determine if it can defer
the transmission of its real-time messages to a later time and
still guarantee timely delivery of the real-time messages. An
empirical evaluation shows that the proposed approach yields
a substantial reduction in the response time of non-real-time
messages.
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